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Part 3: Are the scientific journals censoring the science? My candid conversation with Dr Robert Malone.

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Sonia Elijah with TrialSite News was the <rst U.K. journalist to interview Dr. Robert Malone, the

inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology.  That interview was taken

down by YouTube within a matter of hours because Malone detailed scienti<c truths that go

against the narrative being pushed globally.

Her second interview with Malone is above. You can now hear some of the points that have been

censored, starting with scienti<c censorship at medical journals. Malone has had multiple peer-

reviewed papers seeking to repurpose existing medications as COVID-19 treatments blocked

from publication by journals.

In one example, Malone and colleagues found that combined treatment with celecoxib, a

nonsteroidal anti-inRammatory drug, and high-dose famotidine, a heartburn drug sold under the

brand name Pepcid, led to improved outcomes among COVID-19 patients, including 100%

survival.  It’s been repeatedly rejected for publication.

Malone was also a former guest editor of a special issue of Frontiers in Pharmacology, which

published an abstract of a peer-reviewed study by Pierre Kory on ivermectin for COVID-19 — until

it was pulled due to a third-party complaint, with no chance for resubmission.

“That was completely inexplicable,” Malone said. “Some third party complained to Frontiers and

successfully had that pulled, even though it had passed peer review with an expert panel of peer

reviewers including senior reviewers from the FDA.”

A Coordinated Attack on Dissenters

Working in tandem with scienti<c censorship is a modern-day witch hunt targeting physicians.

Malone describes it as a three-step process in which, <rst, third parties complain about

physicians who are treating COVID-19 patients early on in the disease. “It’s almost never

patients” who complain, Malone says, but once the third-party complaint is made, medical boards

are obligated to open an investigation.

“Basically, physicians are accused of … the sin of administering licensed drugs off-label, which is

about 30% of all prescriptions are off label. Then, then these complaints are <led with the

medical boards,” he said. Once the investigation process is initiated, the press is alerted, which

subsequently writes multiple articles about the physician being investigated, destroying their

reputation.

“This destroys the credibility of the physician,” Malone said. “They're typically <red from their

hospital for creating a controversy. Often they are kicked out of their medical practice group and

basically are forced to become free agents.”  It’s a systematic attack that deprives those accused

of their ability to earn a living, while frightening others who might speak out into remaining silent.

Meanwhile, scienti<c journals have <nancial motivation to print only research that’s favorable to

the pharmaceutical industry. “They don't have to advertise or buy stock in one of these

companies,” Malone said. “What they do is buy very large numbers of reprints of papers that are

favorable to their position.”

The reprints “don’t come cheaply,” which means “the journals end up with a large fraction of their

revenue coming from the sale of these reprints to pharmaceutical companies.” The

pharmaceutical companies hand the reprints out to physicians’ o`ces, and the scienti<c journals

rely on this revenue — a major motivation to continue printing research that’s favorable to Big

Pharma.

“It's another nefarious way that the pharmaceutical industry has <gured out how to exert

inRuence by bending the law,” he explains. “They don't have to disclose the conRict of interest

because it's not a direct payment.”

High-Level Lawlessness Is Rampant

Malone believes we’ve entered a period of rampant lawlessness, in which rules and regulations

about bioethics are being completely disregarded. Experimentation without proper informed

consent violates the Nuremberg Code,  which spells out a set of research ethics principles for

human experimentation.

This set of principles was developed to ensure the medical horrors discovered during the

Nuremberg trials at the end of World War II would never take place again, but in the current

climate of extreme censorship, people are not being informed about the full risks of the shots —

which are only beginning to be uncovered.

Even children are now subject to this experimentation. The FDA’s Vaccines and Related Biological

Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) voted unanimously for emergency use authorization of

COVID-19 shots for children ages 5 to 11 years — with one abstention.

The person who abstained is Dr. Michael Kurilla, director of the division of clinical innovation at

the National Institutes of Health’s National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, who said

he doesn’t believe all children need a COVID-19 jab.  Malone explained:

“The VRBPAC committee … suddenly it's unanimous with one abstention to go ahead and

jab the kids. So who's the one abstention who is making the position that he's a

conscientious objector? He's one of Tony Fauci’s leading lieutenants and one of the

leading candidates to replace him.

There's the appearance of him basically staking out a position that will give them a

fallback in the event that all this catches up with them. Somebody is going to be having

to run the shop, and I think he now has plausible deniability. I think that was all Kabuki

theater to give him plausible deniability about his position, his culpability in what's going

on, because he's one of the leading candidates to take over the NIAID.”

Manipulation of Data at Multiple Levels

Through his professional career, Malone has worked closely with the U.S. government for many

years. He’s now trying to speak out about the manipulation of data that’s occurring at multiple

levels. “There are strong disincentives for physicians to report information,” he said, including at

the local level, and there are also strong incentives for U.S. hospitals to over-report COVID-related

deaths.

“The average cost of hospitalized COVID per patient, the average case cost, is between $300,000

and $400,000.” Part of that is driven by the antiviral drug remdesivir, which they’re required to give

because it’s the licensed product in the U.S.

“Remdesivir requires a multiday stay in order to provide the infusion,” Malone said. “So by

requiring remdesivir, the hospitals are getting more revenue from hospitalized patients. So there

is an additional payment if the diagnosis is SARS-CoV-2.”  He continued:

“So that's how we end up with these grossly overinOated risk analyses for the virus. And

we ended up with grossly underinOated and under-reported vaccine adverse events,

because there are so many disincentives to reporting any of them. And then if they even

get reported who tests whether or not they're valid and makes a determination? It's the

CDC … There's also multiple reports of mass deletion of adverse events by the Israeli

government.”

A Threat of Global Slavery

Data that contradict or question the status quo is buried by the media, while the o`cial narrative

is pushed to the top. Malone, who travels frequently and has contacts all over the world, has

witnessed <rsthand that the same scripts are being used by the media globally.

“We end up with these various public service announcements that are coming out from

traditional media in which you can virtually overlay the script. And yes, it's coming from 50 or 75

different outlets simultaneously. And you can overlay the script so that you basically have

multiple broadcast anchors reading a script about the threat to democracy, for instance, of anti-

vaxxers, and it is all harmonized,” he said.

If you follow the money, it all traces back to BlackRock and the Vanguard Group, the two largest

asset management <rms in the world, which also control Big Pharma.  They’re at the top of a

pyramid that controls basically everything, but you don’t hear about their terrifying monopoly

because they also own the media.

Blackrock and Vanguard hold large interests in pivotal companies, and Vanguard holds a large

share of Blackrock. In turn, Blackrock has been called the "fourth branch of government" by

Bloomberg as they are the only private <rm that has <nancial agreements to lend money to the

central banking system.

Aside from world media, the companies controlled by Blackrock and Vanguard span everything

from entertainment and airlines to social media and communications. “We're experiencing a

threat of global slavery of the entire population to these <nancial interests,” Malone said.

The Majority Have Gone Mad

“Science” has become a loaded word, one used as a basis for decisions that affect basic

freedoms, life and death itself. We’re now “at war” with a virus, and dissenters to this “war” must

be silenced. What’s less clear is who gave these “orders” that dissenters must be silenced. Dr.

Peter McCullough, an internist, cardiologist and epidemiologist, has described it as a form of

psychosis or a group neurosis.

Malone also believes a mass psychosis has taken over. “The documentation now about the

conspiracy within the government to kill early [COVID-19] treatment is well-documented. It's well

known that we're in a situation in which a large fraction of the population has literally gone

mad.”  He explained:

“The governments, out of desperation, are Oailing around. That's what's really happening

is they don't understand it. They don't. They think that they have no other options. They

are hypnotized into believing that the vaccines work. They've been bombarded by all this

lobbying and information control and everything else to believe that the vaccines are

effective.

Even though we know they aren't, the data show that they aren't, it doesn't matter. You

can't penetrate through them. Why? Because they've undergone mass psychosis … the

politicians have, they believe that this is the case and they believe that they have to do

these [authoritarian] measures because there's no other option than mass vaccination.”

Think Global, Act Local

The way to circumvent global totalitarian control, Malone says, is to think global and act local.

Build communities with the people around you and stay in touch with others, especially older

people and others who aren’t internet savvy. Malone also leaves three key points that he believes

everyone should know — and which you can share with others in your circle:

1. No mandated vaccines for children

2. Recovered, natural immunity is equal to, or better than, the jab

3. Allow physicians the freedom to practice medicine

In addition, <nd physicians in your area who are willing to administer early treatments for COVID-

19, and download the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC) I-MASK+

protocol in the event you do get COVID-19.  It provides step-by-step instructions on how to

prevent and treat the early symptoms of COVID-19.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,491 ratings

ORDER NOW
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When I brought my <ancé to the hospital because his blood oxygen level was only 40(!) they kept us in the ER for about 5 hours and let

me walk with him down to the ICU where the <rst thing they asked was if we wanted him on Remdesivir. We said NO! Next question was

do you want to be on a ventilator. We both said No! Then the nasty doctor says “Oh, so if it’s a matter of life or death, you don’t want a

ventilator?!” And my poor <ancé (remember he cannot think because his blood oxygen is dangerously low) says, “Well, I guess if it’s a

matter of life or death, ok”.

They slammed the ICU door in my face and I never saw my <ancé alive again. They refused to give him vitamin therapy or ivermectin.

We begged. Next thing I know his kidneys have failed and he stroked out. I think they gave him the Remdesivir against our wishes. And

they did put him on the ventilator on day three. 36 hours later they let his son and Me in to say goodbye to his lifeless body. This is

Criminal the way they are treating patients and their families!!  I got the monoclonal antibody treatment that they refused to give to him.

I know it saved my life.
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MEDICAL MURDERERS are lurking in hospitals disguised as doctors - BEWARE!!
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These days, it is not safe anymore to go to the hospital. Try to medicate yourself <rst.
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Unbelievable!!!!  What happened to "<rst, do no harm"?  Have Doctors been replaced with demons too just like the AG's and DA's

all across the country?  Huh, Soros?  What about that?  We just have to wonder. “But they that will be rich fall into temptation and

a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition. 10 For the love of money is the

root of ALL evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many

sorrows.” 1 Timothy 6:9,10 ”For what shall it pro<t a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?”  Mark 8:36
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I am so sorry for your loss, these criminals will pay. May God give you strenght for the heavy days ahead. You are not at fault one

bit. You believed the system that has has betrayed you. Here in the UK, I got the covid early in January, but had understood vit D3

and Zinc were crucial. Still I had low breathing, but thank God, I managed at home. Our <rend which had a brain issue, and took

medicine, also went to the hospital. With the shedding of all vacinated getting into him, he did not make it and had a stroke. I

wish you strengh ahead and much peace if all possible. We will be avenged, eventually.
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Any loss of life; but especially when it can easily be avoided, is tragic. It doesn't much matter whether the masses believe it or

not - this is pure evil! Incompetence and Negligence also comes to mind! Joymartin; try James 5. It seems to <t what is currently

transpiring in this society.
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So sorry.  If his O2 was 40 he was already likely too late for anything.   The damn Doctors will never get respect back.  They can

no longer be trusted beyond their love of money.
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My younger brother, being Catholic, chose to go to a Catholic hospital, and was diagnosed with pneumonia and placed in a Covid

ward. For seven days he was given only oxygen and a steroid. No one was allowed in to see him, not even his priest, even after he

took a serious turn for the worse. On the second visit, the priest, even though learning that my brother's lungs had collapsed, had

to almost force his way in, and the head nurse was called when he would not take no for answer, but he was <nally let in. Through

the grace of God, my brother received the Last Rites of the Church and died a few hours later. If you are Catholic, don't think you

will be treated any better. Treat these bastards for what they are.
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I am so so sorry for your loss and your very sad experience. They wonder why so many of us are against the system. I'm sorry

that you didn't have available medications and information so it would not have gotten to the point of hospitalization. I have

nursing friends who defend all this nonsense and I have nursing friends who know the truth and are against it. They are all part of

the medical <eld yet on opposite sides. I hear all these stories like yours and fear that I cannot trust doctors anymore. What is

one to do when faced with life-threatening illnesses and having to depend on them for medications etc.? I spent this last year

gathering information about treating myself and my family and ordering all the "no no" medications to have on hand. I am

determined to not rely on my doctor or a hospital if I can help it if I get this virus. I will not get that vaccine either. I wish you all

the best and thank you for sharing your experience.
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ScientiQc Journal Censorship With Dr. Malone
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology, shares scienti<c censorship that’s running rampant

in medical journals

)

Data on repurposing existing drugs to treat COVID-19 is being blocked, rejected and buried)

Scienti<c journals depend on revenue from selling journal reprints to pharmaceutical companies — major <nancial motivation to print only

research that’s favorable to the pharmaceutical industry

)

Rampant lawlessness, in which rules and regulations about bioethics are being completely disregarded, has taken over)

We're experiencing a threat of global slavery of the entire population to <nancial interests that can be traced back to BlackRock and the

Vanguard Group, the two largest asset management <rms in the world

)
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Crimes against Humanity & Crimes against Life Itself. This has all gone too far decades ago - we are not at war; WE HAVE BEEN

AT WAR & have not been aware enough to push back hard enough or correctly. Yes we have many here if not others in different

places who have been <ghting like hell, but, the situation has become obvious it is deeper & more sinister than the most

terrifying SiFi <lm ever made.

Currently to open the Gates of Hell to toss in Fraudci, Gates wouldn't even come close to correct the brick wall we are all facing.

There is as well as has been a strangle hold on all levels of our Lives by those arrogant enough to believe they can defy Reality,

Creation. There is a never-ending cascade of oppression and suppression of anything remotely natural or actually having

anything to do with real health.

The Center cannot hold & it shouldn't. We are stuck with doing what we can, as much as we can Locally, TOGETHER-TOGETHER!

It's obvious the master plan is to push us into isolated pods completely void of any kind of contact with other people or with Life.

Fear rules in America, Land of the Free, Home of the Brave...it's just where are they?
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I am so very sorry for your loss. We live in California and monoclonal antibody treatments were not available in August when my

unvaxx’d niece was admitted. She had been taking IVM for 5 days prior but became concerned when her O2 levels dropped to 89,

was admitted, and given Remdesivir … luckily she recovered enough and was discharged within a few days. Last month another

friend who was fully vaxx’d received the monoclonal antibody treatment, felt better within 24 hrs but he had to drive himself the

 ER again 3 days later because he was coughing up blood. The MD wanted to give him Remdesivir and admit him for 5 days. He

told them: “No! No Remdesivir for me!” He can still recall the look of disappointment on that doctor’s face because the MD

pushed hard for that drug. He self-treated with the “kitchen sink” of HCQ and IVM and has been on the road to recovery since.

Because a fully vaxx’d co-worker had infected my niece’s workplace, she took IVM as soon as she tested positive. My friend

started on the monoclonal antibody treatment on day 7, right after he tested positive - he was seriously sick by then and had

delayed testing because he was vaxx’d and never suspected Covid. Yes, highly likely monoclonal antibody treatments, IVM, early

treatment, and staying out of the hospital played a key role in their overcoming Covid.
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nomajohns
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:33:31 AM
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deedlesde2, I posted this on my Facebook page and one of my friends wants to know: 1. Date 2. Hospital location 3. Patient's

name 4. Doctor's name. You may not wish to give out this information, but if you do, it may help some unbelievers. deedlesde2,

one of my Facebook friends, made the following comment:  "This is unfortunately a common story and it’s happening all over the

place. I really feel for these people. Were they able to autopsy him to know whether or not he had remdesivir in his system? It

won’t bring him back but if They did that against his or your wishes somebody should be sued. Unfortunately, the only thing these

people understand is money."
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sunVowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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So sorry for your loss.   I'd be tempted to slap murder charges or sue against this hospital if it were me.   Not that it would do any

good; but at least i'd be able to make some type of point.  I cured myself of Covid last month, but i was already taking NAC,

vitamins C, D3, French grape seed extract, zinc and natto (fermented soy) along with my other supplements.  I added colloidal

silver.   I was only sick for 2 weeks.   Got sick only because i was eating massive amounts of high sugar foods, trying to soothe

my post surgery aches and depressed feelings.   It's a wonder i didn't die of a high sugar over-load, i was eating so much.

 Anyways, this Covid thing is survivable.  I'm 62, just over-weight, not on any meds at all, and beat it.   I <gure if i can, so can

others.  Just please warn your friends and loved ones to not get the Covid jabs, and to stay out of the hospitals if you do get it.
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lizzylegs
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I am so sorry for your loss…. My sister in law, who’s oxygen was still in the 80’s,  went to the hospital and they put her on

Remdesiver.  I pleaded the moment she got Covid, that if you go to the hospital, DO NOT  let them give you Remdesiver…..I sent

emails with documents proving my concern…..well the doctors talked her into it, telling her she won’t die, they give it to everyone,

but needless to say, exactly as the proof stated, her kidneys shut down, her lungs <lled with Ruid, they put her on a ventilator, and

after a month of suffering, she died…..

Remdesiver was her only option given at the hospital, you take it or they send you home with oxygen, no meds, no nothing. Well I

guess they got their $39,000 from CMS for her Remdesiver death, and Gates can add another one to his depopulation plan.  My

other sister in law died 2 weeks after her 2nd P<zer dose of a massive heart attack and pulmonary embolism. The blood  clot in

her heart was huge….2 sister in law’s in 5 months…. This is sickening. My heart hurts for you….
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SusanMc2
Joined On 12/6/2021 11:52:35 AM
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Heartbreaking; so sorry for your loss. This is murder ~ crimes against humanity. Please report this story on sites etc. where such

stories are being documented.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

deedlesde2 - I am so sorry for your loss.  This is, sadly, going on in many federally-funded hospitals across the country.  This

article explains a lot...aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments..
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aml4222
Joined On 2/3/2014 5:45:21 PM
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deedlesde2 - My heart aches for you and I KNOW some of what you experienced.  My son (age 44) died in ICU a few weeks ago

after being on the ventilator and receiving Remdesivir (plus about 12 other IV drugs).  I was unable to be present with him during

his hospitalization and could not advocate for him because I was very sick and incapacitated when he was <rst admitted.  I wish I

had demanded they not put him on a ventilator and NOT given him the toxic drugs they gave. He ended up on dialysis just a day

or two after he was admitted so I have to guess the Remdesivir was one of the <rst drugs they infused. I applaud you for

standing up for your <ance.  I wish I had done that for my son.  You can feel you really tried.  All I feel is guilty and angry.  

While my son was in ICU my husband and I were home with symptoms they call "covid".  We were both using the Rccc protocol

including a triple dose of ivermectin AND home O2.  Both of us ( in our late 60s) survived and recovered completely.  We got daily

calls from the ICU doctors telling us about one crisis after another which was killing our son (sepsis, blood clots, Ruid overload,

hypoxic episodes such that "we just don't know what this will mean for brain function if he does survive", etc.)

I know what it's like to be allowed in the ICU room to "say goodbye to his lifeless body".  My poor son died minutes after they took

him off the ventilator. I think he was already gone before that moment but drugs and machines kept him "alive" for who knows

how long. I think I am most angry about the hospital policy to not allow family in the room.  I think they use the vulnerability of

the patient - alone and frightened - to coerce them to consent to toxic treatments telling them they will probably die w/o them.

 We now know they may have died BECAUSE of them. I feel your pain and grief and send you comforting thoughts as you grieve

this loss.
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Deedlesde2, I found this: Pro<le photo for Jim Thomas Jim Thomas , former Senior Medic. Emergency Medicine Answered 1

year ago · Author has 775 answers and 957.6K answer views At 40% pulse ox your oxygen level the person would most likely be

comatose at around 60% you're in the stroke zone you can't get to 100% without pure oxygen given that you don't have any

chronic pulmonary diseases like COPD or chronic bronchitis but 40% I don't believe I've ever seen anybody at 40% I've had

patients I was doing CPR on that were higher than 40% you would be in severe respiratory acidosis you would likely have some

brain damage if you lived from severe severe hypoxia.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Rest assured these people will stand before God one day, and they will be held accountable for this!  To everyone else: pay

attention to what’s being discussed here, as the next victim could be someone you love!
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Liberty11
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Add as Friend  Send Message

That is just awful, so sorry for your loss and that harrowing experience.  I feel like we are part of an ongoing horror movie, it's

surreal. So very sad for all those who have suffered and lost loved ones. God Bless all!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pisses me off to read of their murder of your <ancé.   This or the Brownstein protocol would have almost certainly saved him,

especially if administered early on.   It is absolutely criminal that safe and effective treatments are stonewalled and censored.

 The worst mass atrocity ever.
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jarspod
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:16:20 AM
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Thank you so much for being a warrior Dr. Mercola. You are a hero to many.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM
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I wholeheartedly agree with your statement !  Thanks Dr. Mercola.
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RichardNoakes
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Friendships in these troubled times, are always hard to <nd - thankyou Dr Mercola, for helping me <nd one: You can argue yourself

black and blue, but this is still your best way of dealing with any Coronavirus - kill it before it ever gets to be Covid anything. Covid

Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up

your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night,

or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and Rush away, washing your hands

afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you Rush - job done.

Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. My

simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the

viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years

and I am and others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are

those vaccines!!
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being proactive is 100% the right thing to do..  When I was sick after a cruise in 2/2020 the netti pot many times a day was my

friend.  I was already on a higher then usual Vit D and had just come from 12 days in the sunny Caribbean.    I had no respiratory

at all .  The crushing pain and aching joints, it was if I had Lyme again, and head aches,  were eased with a higher dose of

turmeric and Aleve.  I didn't realize it was COVID until several months later when headache were connected.
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sno1526
Joined On 10/27/2013 4:28:20 PM
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Can you make a video of this process and post it here? I’m afraid I’ll choke somehow but would like to try it
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM
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You won't choke anyone. It's actually a slightly unappealing procedure, and not something I would want to make a video about.

Just make saltwater, probably half as strong as sea water, cup a handful, hold it to your nose and inhale the water. Slightly

shocking the <rst time, but you get used to it. The water will come out in your mouth and you spit it out. It won't go to your lungs.

The salt water cleans out pathogens in your nose and sinuses; a very old and proven home remedy.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Yes, very good to remind people of this. There are Netti Pots or over the counter products, as of yet, where one can buy premixed

salt mixtures & a squirt bottle to irrigate the sinus. Just be careful and use distilled water as tap water can contain pathogens

and cause an unwanted infection.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you can't discredit the message, attack the messenger... apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-entertainment-business-health-..

  At least they got this part correct in the propaganda hit piece: "Since January, Children’s Health Defense’s COVID-19 vaccine-related

posts were shared more frequently on Twitter than links to vaccine content on mainstream sites including CNN, Fox News, NPR and the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, according to Indiana University’s Observatory on Social Media, which tracks COVID-19

vaccine-related content on Twitter. In some weeks, it found, CHD COVID-19 vaccine content was shared more often than that of The

New York Times and The Washington Post....

And its daily newsletter reaches more than 8 million people a month via email, according to a CHD fundraising appeal that sought to

raise $1 million by Nov. 30. AP was not able to independently verify the claim." Good to see that the truth is getting out and many people

recognize it.  This is the success of getting the truth message out.  Those who tell the truth, like Children's defense fund, are gaining

support and getting their message out in spite of this type of propaganda  Stanley...  you are correct.  That is why I posted this--to make

sure many people saw the AP lies and media manipulation.  Yes, it is disgusting and should make anyone who reads it angry.  So, I hope

it wakes even more people up.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Almond - that link you posted is a disgusting character assassination of Kennedy - it is chock full of LIES and prejudice - anything

that these journalistic SCUM can think of {including the proverbial kitchen sink} they throw at Kennedy - it is slanted and biased

and a major SMEAR job by a media that constantly demonstrates its low life capabilities - this is not reportage but instead

libelous pornography
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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Almond, apologies, I placed my comment against the AP News story you had highlighted, as a new comment below. I now repeat

it here.  Chris. ~ Your story; How a Kennedy built an anti-vaccine juggernaut amid COVID-19; is a disgrace. But there you go,

highlighting how successful he has been and continues to be. While again, you highlight the fact, yes a simple fact; that he is

much more successful than anything you print. The underlying concept of free markets is the customer . . . who is the most

important aspect. It is the customer that makes the decision to recognise that which they believe is the truth; whose product to

buy?

The customer is not buying yours; nor for that matter as you report; the product of your peers. Have you given any thought as to

the long term effect on AP News . . . of your failure to impress your potential customer with the quality of your product? Then

again, wow! so your way out of your own self imposed dilemma is to denigrate the successful. History has repeatedly shown that

such actions only serve to completely destroy your business model, and the customer walks away; vanishes!

To those employees of AP News who once claimed to be fully professional journalists I have this to report; you are nothing of the

sort. Any fool can submit such rubbish. Full Professionalism demands; yes, demands; you always present the truth . . . facts. Not

a disgraceful article as titled above . . . but would the owners of AP News allow you to do so? If I were you I would be looking for

a better attitude in another news group; rather than know full well that AP News is so against fully professional journalism that

they willingly have set out to destroy not only their business; but your professional reputations as well. Please, think about that.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for posting this Almond. Another thing the AP writer got correct was the phrase "...misinformation so damaging to Public

Health..." implying of course that it is Kennedy's information that is wrong. But he is doing a good job to show that it is

mainstream pharmacology that is putting out all the misinformation. Yes I agree that it is not a bad idea to show the bias and

how the Associated Press is working it's hardest to denigrate a great organization and its leader. I am fully in support of CHD.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM
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Now that you mentioned "emails" the Marxist cartel is going after our emails too.  I've noticed a while back that it seemed my

emails that I saved to a folder were disappearing.  I knew something was up and Bongino mentioned the emails yesterday.  They

are censoring us, no only on Twitter or Facebook, but our emails too.  God help us all!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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AP and Reuters are at the top of the MSM food chain. This is an information oligopoly worldwide, also engaged in illegal

racketerring.  They need to be busted up using antitrust laws.  Suing them for libel wont work becauae (1) most verdicts will go

against plantiffs with conttrolled Judiciary at all levels and (2) even when they lose they will br re<nanced by tech, Govts and

Soros like orgs.  This is literally a life and death struggle.  Tell your Congressman to go after them.  Exhibit A:

www.bbc.com/mediacentre/2020/trusted-news-initiative-vaccine-disinform..
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forget the legal or legislative way. That's the battle <eld of the enemy. Besides, that would take forever. The military is all we have

left. If they don't turn it around in favor of civilized people, we are screwed. But Trump is only against the pedos. I don't know his

position regarding the money counterfeiters... the source of all evil.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arnopi1... It is very di`cult to bring these people to justice. However, it is the lowest scum who are involved in child tra`cking. A

person vile enough to do that is likely involves in many other illegal things. I hope this is a method of rounding up many criminals

involved in other activities. It is more likely that child charges will stick and get them removed from society for a long time. We

are in a race against time between the forces of good and evil. In such situations, it is di`cult to prosecute those at the top.

However, once you start broadly eliminating their support systems, more of them at the top are willing to turn on each other to

save themselves. I hope this is what is happening. You may notice we do not hear many of the details about these trials. We will

never know everything and much will not be revealed until a later time. That is, only if the forces of good triumph.

There are those attempting to use lawfare. Historically, heads on pikes and massive resistance have also worked...  The

Peasant's Revolt in England and the French Revolution. The American Revolution was bloody, too, but no heads on pikes. What

we can all do at this time is to buy local from trusted sources and minimize purchases (feeding) "the beast". Learn to do more for

yourself. A household that gardens and has a full pantry contributes to a more stable society. Start with your own neighborhood

and town. Tell people you will not provide for them, but you will teach them to provide for themselves.

To those people who have not prepped and say they will show up at my house, I am very clear. I say, why should I provide for you

if you have not provided for yourself? Tell them that if they even consider showing up to wait at the road, as trespassers will be

shot. Do not show up without a year's supply of food, the means to cook it, sleeping bags, <rearms, a m o and experienced at

use. Be prepared to sleep in the barn, work hard, wash under a cold water pump. No freeloaders
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

388,000 estimated vaccine deaths in the U.S.  Lets put that on MSM.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/no_author/latest-vaers-estimate-388000-ame..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Malone has only one explanation for the lack of rationality/ lack of logic that has hijacked COMMON SENSE in relation to the current

state of affairs now in existence - the refusal to allow therapies that Pharma does not sanction and the power of Pharma in relation to

what is published - this has resulted in a skewed protocol that de<es and rejects COMMON SENSE - this is Alice in Wonderland territory

with power crazed entities demanding total submission and abject obedience - the Queen of Hearts issues ultimatums with the

peremptory instruction "OFF WITH THEIR HEADS" -

Malone and McCullough agree that Mass Psychosis is the driving psychic group thread that explains this phenomenon fully - it is , as

they state "A WORLD GONE MAD!!" -  - remember the adage "in the country of the blind, the one eyed man is king" and hold on to your

SANITY - this is the last vestige of the sighted in a world of blind acceptance peopled by automatons that do what they are told - savor

your freedom and defend the health of your mind in these tumultuous times
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Emperor's Clothes springs to mind, too. But seriously, this mass hypnosis which has been engineered since the 1950s; the

widespread introduction of TV has been crucial in spreading the disinformation that has people running around like headless

chickens. "The opium of the masses" as Thom Haartman put it, is a weapon of psychotic attack; spreading fear and terror into

the hearts of men. As for the Governments, I suspect many of them, including our own headless cockerel, Bojo, are being either

coerced or paid off.

Look at the Davos meeting, G7, Bilderberg, and the massive power of Big Pharma, BG's <nger in every pie. FEAR, though, is not

only the knee-jerk response of the masses to the "virus", it strikes those who see the bigger picture and feel powerless to divert

what seems to be the coming crisis. Which will happen. We can, though, take heart from the ancient prophecies that this time will

come, and after a period of fear, confusion, and destruction, humanity may yet enjoy a more peaceful time once more.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you pipblanc - yes, the Moronic Inferno as Martin  Amis called his collection of essays and the novel Confederacy of

Dunces  by John Kennedy Toole have great titles that illustrate the human condition we now face - I agree concerning the

hypnotic inRuence of the TV that Orwell featured in 1984 - yes, the Davos Crowd are against creation and open ended life forms -

SLAVE MENTALITY was a 60s notion that the counterculture deeply opposed - the human experiment of the free expression

through sublimation is a bitter pill for those that desire penal restrictions and restrictive Gulags
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...the power of Pharma in relation to what is published... Actually it's not pharma that has this power. That's higher up, with the

counterfeiters themselves, and they will never let that out of their hands. They stand and fall with the fake news media. Without

their lies, the counterfeiters would have been taken down long ago.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Common sense in these days isn't necessarily the best sense for health.  Kinda like scienti<c consensus, an oxymoron.  Common

sense depends entirely on the group of communicators.  Common sense among an isolated hunting and gathering group is way

different from common sense among a group of fast foodists who like trends such as impossible burgers and other deceptions.

 We, most of us, here, oppose deception, and that includes opposing lying by omission.  I've noticed that more trolls are

commenting here lately, trying to be stealthy and clever, trying to sow seeds of doubt.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have just left this message on the AP Newsroom message system: "Your story; How a Kennedy built an anti-vaccine juggernaut amid

COVID-19; is a disgrace. But there you go, highlighting how successful he has been and continues to be. While again, you highlight the

fact, yes a simple fact; that he is much more successful than anything you print. The underlying concept of free markets is the

customer... who is the most important aspect. It is the customer that makes the decision to recognise that which they believe is the

truth; whose product to buy? The customer is not buying yours; nor for that matter as you report; the product of your peers. Have you

given any thought as to the long term effect on AP News... of your failure to impress your potential customer with the quality of your

product? Then again, wow! so your way out of your own self imposed dilemma is to denigrate the successful.

History has repeatedly shown that such actions only serve to completely destroy your business model, and the customer walks away;

vanishes! To those employees of AP News who once claimed to be fully professional journalists I have this to report; you are nothing of

the sort. Any fool can submit such rubbish. Full Professionalism demands; yes, demands; you always present the truth... facts. Not a

disgraceful article as titled above... but would the owners of AP News allow you to do so? If I were you I would be looking for a better

attitude in another news group; rather than know full well that AP News is so against fully professional journalism that they willingly

have set out to destroy not only their business; but your professional reputations as well. Please, think about that."
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You nailed it! I only wish somehow your message could get out to every person in the reporting staff there. It is time for them to

do some self-examination as it is for all writers in all mainstream organizations who are just toeing the line and have forgotten

about the value of truth and how if they ignore it it will stab them in the back.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the statement that John Swenton a preeminent journalist made at press club dinner in his honor. "There is no such thing,

at this date of the world's history, in America, as an independent press. You know it and I know it. There is not one of  you who

dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it would never appear in print.I am paid weekly for

keeping my honest opinion out of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and

any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets looking for another job.

If I allowed my honest opinion to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The

business of the journalists is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon and to sell his

country and his race for his daily bread. You  know it and I know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press? We are

the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents,

our possibilities and our lives are all property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes."
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent letter CC. They are part of the Oligopoly for Reset and will not turn back.  See my earlier post about busting up the

MSM, of which AP and Reuters are key players and carry water for the Atheist Gews running it all.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you stoneharbor, all anyone can do is try to get into the minds of the professionals and give them a good shaking

@anlongo, that quotation is a superb <nd; wonderful, and thank you too. Chris. @Lionel11 in one sense it is very important to

remember that they are destroying their reputations, and their business model... themselves. All we, everyone; has to do is

simply walk away, leave them in the dusty lanes of history, as dead leaf litter.

Now a short story, once upon a time some quarter century ago, I came into contact with an elderly as me, retired Jewish Solicitor,

who, at the time, became my closest friend. I came to love the man, his wit, his energy and love of words made me realise that

for every, not so nice person; there are many more who will make your, our, everyone's lives much better. Yes, there are always

going to be bad people, indeed, in every community on the face of this planet. But it does no one any good suggesting that

everyone is the same ilk; when that is surely not true. Just some food for thought... Chris.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Swinton, right?
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

alina1122  Just to show you how comments work, all anyone needs to do is click on the originating comment reply button and

use the name of the commenter, as I have herein. :) You will have also received this via your email.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The <rst thing an occupying force does is seize control of all communications!  Like the drive to all-out military action following the

shock of 9/11, guys like Phil Donahue and Scott Ritter were muzzled and the media bowled-over by neocon warmongers...and many

interests extorted the government to print trillions of dollars under the fog of hysteria...Then came the '08 crash; more <at currency

Rowed.....Fast forward; a 9/11 style Bio-attack resulted in the same seizure of the rat "media" and the whole world's mind being

"occupied."   Machine guns were replaced with vaxxx needles, and death rained-down from fear, defenselessness and deprivation.  A

militarized Pharma monopoly extorted even more trillions from their bought and paid-for congress.  The only question remaining is

were we defeated from within or from without? Both?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just 4 you and everyone - Happy Holidays!! a bit off topic: Communications from the orthomolecular underground? Dr. Thomas

Levy is the 3rd and <nal interview of the 11th episode of Covid Revealed, about 13 more hours for free access -  for his

discussion on H2O2 and the combo treatment w high dose vit C, Whoa, stop the freight train: he is saying nebulizing on a

consistent basis has the potential to heal leaky gut over time?? Add some key info on oxone treatment, (I ran outta time) Here's a

link to actual link, and yes, you will need to sign in: www.thepostemail.com/2021/12/14/bonus-episode-of-covid-revealed-availa..
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truthbird
Joined On 7/1/2021 1:33:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s recently published book: The Real Anthony Fauci:  Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on

Democracy and Public Health. You will <nd the answer to your question therein.   And you will <nd much more that you are

almost certainly unaware of regarding the fathomless corruption and evil which has rotted our government and our entire world.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both!  First of all, John Swinton, in 1883, delivered the speech for which he is most remembered, as quoted by anlongo and

posted in this thread on 12/16/2021, at 7:03:33 AM.  Next, regarding 911, please visit ae911truth.org (architects and engineers

911 truth dot organization).  Corrupters can and will <nd corruptible people to corrupt.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've shared some of these truths online and many have been appreciative. I've also received the most vile, vitriolic, absurd, irrational

attacks I've never experienced in my life. Wow! I wonder if some of these come from those who pro<t off the illusion that's been created

by media. 'medical experts', etc.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Healthbuf  I think there are many industry shills and trolls visiting news sites, FB etc, posing as regular commenters. They use a

number of techniques to  deter people with common sense. I try to make a solid point and not revisit that page. We don't need

that psychotic sht bringing us down ;-)
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truthbird
Joined On 7/1/2021 1:33:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The attacks probably originate from trolls, paid trolls, for the most part.
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dalewhale
Joined On 2/28/2011 6:12:52 PM
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Healthbuf  - Hi, RE:  I've shared some of these truths online and many have been appreciative. I've also received the most vile,

vitriolic, absurd, irrational attacks I've never experienced in my life. Wow! I wonder if some of these come from those who pro<t

off the illusion that's been created by media. 'medical experts', etc. Those people are in the Matrix.  "The Matrix is a system. That

system is our Enemy. But when you look around what do you see?  Business people, doctors, nurses, teachers, clergy, lawyers,

politicians, mainstream media, they are the very minds of the people we are trying to save.  But until we do, these people are still

part of that system and that makes them our enemy.  You have to understand that most of these people are not ready to be

unplugged and many of them are so inert, so hopelessly dependent on the system that they will <ght to protect it." The choice is

theirs the Blue Pill (the system) or the Red Pill (the truth) We are trying to free their mind, but we can only show them the door,

they are the one's that must walk through it.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course!  Where were you sharing?  I've never joined or used major social media.  A friend called me paranoid for that decision,

but ....  Some people are into extreme denial, and they would rather die than change.  A friend, now deceased, was very stubborn,

insisting on drinking organic forti<ed soy milk, even though I warned her, repeatedly, that it would kill her.  About a month before

her heart attack and stroke that temporarily blinded her, she had a premonition, agreeing to change to some other organic plant

milk, but no matter how many alternatives I suggested, she always found a reason to refuse them all.  She eventually died from

cancer.  She was a stick in the mud, refusing to change to what I explained would be better.  

Regarding online trolls, I'm guessing some are in denial, seeking clear and understandable alternatives better for their health, but

some trolls seem to be of the for-hire group.  I sometimes wonder how they're paid, like by the word?  Maybe they have managers

who grade them on style and effectiveness?
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Good article. This just proves it's not just the masses that are being enslaved, it is also the mainstream medical profession. They follow

the bidding of big brother or they are kicked out of the club. So when they use a medicine outside of its approved domain they get

kicked out. Welcome to the club. Dr. Mercola has been out all along. It's nice to follow an alternative Health Guru like Dr. Mercola who

knew where he was going from the beginning and had no truck with the kleptocracy.

The good thing about this group is we are presented with the holistic natural preventative foods and supplements <rst, and the

alternative drugs such as HCQ and Ivermectin are only brought up as last alternatives when symptoms aren't relieved by healthy foods

and supplements. I think the only positive thing about the many medical doctors who are daring to try prescribing outside the approval

process is that they may be incentivized now to become alternative practitioners and possibly get into more holistic medicine.
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Stone, I couldn't agree more. I have not spoken to my doctor in a long time, but he was always on the same page as Dr. Mercola

and he had the research experience to back up what Dr. Mercola was saying. I wish Dr. Mercola could have interviewed him. I

never even brought it up. He was too paranoid to to go public. He only saw patients willing to pay cash. He didn't accept

insurance as payment. I believe Obama Care shut him down. After Obama Care was passed it was required to accept insurance

as payment.

That means RAISING your prices! That means HIRING more staff to do nothing all day but process paperwork and insurance

claims. That means not spending quality time with patients that want to CURE their problems and spending more time with

patients that just want more pills. That's not who he was. He wasn't cheap, but he was half the price of any other doctor you saw

and paid cash for. The value of the services for the dollar spent was the best. All those insurance accepting doctors are yes-men

who lack any integrity and have no shame. They are only out for themselves.

Most importantly, his ratings were the highest in the state! No doctor that accepted insurance as payment came anywhere close

to his approval ratings. BUT! Now it has come full circle. These same doctors who sucked up to Big Pharma and Big Insurance

are now facing a dilemma. They now have to get the CLOT SHOT or lose their jobs!! This could be the beginning of a GREAT

thing!! Assuming the House and Senate switch back to Rep, Obama Care could be voted out. These doctors who lost their jobs

over the vaccine could join those like Dr. Mercola and my doctor in a medical revolution! I know, wishful thinking.
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Wow! Very interesting story jamN!! What an impressive doctor! Obviously not many like that, but that's the way to be. Stay out of

the rat race, decide what you are worth, and <nd patients willing to pay in cash. I'm sure he must have a way to do well now if he's

still alive and practicing. Thanks for sharing.
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Yep, Dr. Mercola has frequently advised readers to <rst get nutrients from real honest foods, no deception involved, plus

sunshine, and then using supplements only when necessary to regain or maintain optimum health.  He also advises measuring

by test for measurable nutrients, like vitamin D3.
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This should be easy to investigate but no one will do it.  I'm talking facts, not speculation. . Who is behind hospitals refusing to allow

Ivermectin and other off label drug therapy?   . Same with pharmacies?   . Who is behind medical journals rejecting quali<ed articles and

studies?   . Who in the government is stopping the use of off-label drugs and why?  . And on and on.
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Well, we are members of the World Health Organization.  So, when you are a member, you have to do what they say.  And they say

get the vax.  So who contributes to the WHO?  Everyone around the world who is a member.  Who contributes the most?  The

USA.  Who in the USA?  Bill Gates.  So Bill has these nifty vaccines and he throws money everywhere saying, INJECT INJECT...  

Fauci wants Remdesivir used in hospitals.  Fauci is also paid by Gates, and rather handsomely.    Remdesivir ... Dr. Ardis has a lot

to say about that.  It killed a 45 yo male, father of <ve here, a friend.  Think Fauci cares?  He knows how toxic it is, but since they

won't use it in Africa (one of four meds they were using against Ebola - and this one was too toxic???  The other three meds they

still use, but since Fauci had all this left over, he makes the cash$$$$ and doesn't care who dies, apparently. )
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Excellent questions!
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This is ALL about good vs evil! We are in a spiritual war. It is a worldwide BIOLOGICAL WAR against humanity that CAN BE

STOPPED when good people STOP COMPLYING WITH THEIR BULLSHITT! Our founding fathers wrote the second amendment

into out Constitution for the very reason as to what is happening now. The all said that there would come a day when we will have

to <ght for our freedom again, and that day is NOW! 1776 coming, and the kabal is doing everything that they can to try to stop it.

It is not going to end well for them.
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Remdesivir otherwise known by the nurses in critical care as Run, Death is Near. Fear not, Fauci no doubt collects his royalties &

apparently that is of the utmost importance.
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Answer to most of this: the Medical Ma<a inside the HHS and its sub-categories of captured US Agencies - FDA, CDC and NIAID.

If you listen to some of the attorneys <ling cases,  "They" have been mailing letters out to hospitals and doctors (80 to 90% of

doctors now work for these large, consolidated hospital facilities) during the plandemic warning them to tow the party line.

Lockstep is to blame and it has been practiced will military precision now for 20 years, mostly behind closed doors, ever since

the <rst sars-cov1 outbreak. Nevermind HHS is headed up by an attorney who has years of experience writing healthcare

contracts!! No science or medical background.
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rarose, Direct hit. Multiple hospitals and health services have been shut down, period. As you point out the rest consolidated and

dictatorial. Toe the line or get in the cheese line. Local health groups from the cast offs need to form and tap into resources as

much as can be so those who are still sane can practice sane treatments. A way forward to form an actual real healthcare

system instead of the we got a cash cow pill for that for my kickback hu$h royality.
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This is an atrocity. People should stop getting the clot shot. I have talked to people that aren’t aware of the terrible side effects of the

jab. A friend of mine says that natural immunity doesn’t last and she wants to get the booster. I’m trying to talk her out of it. People are

so brainwashed it’s unbelievable. How is it that some of us won’t get it at all and others are so willing to be part of this death cult? We

here on this site are so different than most. I’m happy to be on here with like minded people
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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...and do they take the time to get their antibodies checked?  Every human is different, why can't they see that?  Arrg.
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Randyfast
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Thanks to the "educational" system, that has become nothing but an indoctrination system!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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The brainwashed don't look for alternative sources for their information. They believe the MSM are telling them the truth. "The

'vaccines' are safe and effective. More people die of Covid than the 'vaccine'." My best friend has been triple vaxxed and still

believes it will save her. She's lucky she didn't get one of the 'doctored' vaxxes. She's been trying to convince me to take the vax

since they were <rst available. I've told her I've read the research, and I won't take the risk for no bene<t. Well, I think I had Covid

last month. Two day sore throat, sni�es, mild cough that once a day produced mucous, loss of appetite. No fever, no loss of

taste. The really bad part was exhaustion, gradual onset until I had a week of sleeping 10 hour nights and two hour naps during

the day. I wasn't able to do anything. Then I had 2-3 weeks of regaining my stamina. On the whole, it could have been worse. But

now I'm 'safe'.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM
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@DebbyW - Wishing you a continued smooth recovery and congrats for achieving the gold standard of natural immunity. Yes, a

large percentage of my friends are so brainwashed that some view me as a Typhoid Mary. All claim to be “following the science”

but could not produce it when I ask them to show it to me. I can always tell how informed a person is by their responses - If they

sound like they’ve been on a constant diet of MSM, I won’t waste my time on these know it all’s.

I know it’s not right, but sometimes I feel a bit justi<ed when they test positive in spite of being fully vaxx’d and lately, there’s been

almost a dozen and unfortunately one who died a day after bragging about taking his booster.  The worst are the fully vaxx’d who

end up seriously ill in the hospital, recovered, and saying they could have died if they were not vaxx’d in the <rst place. You won’t

convince them otherwise. At 73 y/o with no comorbidities, a BMI of 19.5 and Vitamin D level of 89, knock on wood, I think I’m

covered … Blessings!
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defcon1776
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I'm gonna say right now, Dr. Malone didn't kill himself
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Add as Friend  Send Message

At times the speculative PR surrounding the o`cially approved treatments and vaccines that the authorities have to offer is so slimy

and brazen and misleading that you wonder if our dear leaders are creating a big smoke screen as they carry out a more personal,

practical plan for themselves. As if we might wake me up one day soon and they will all be gone, swept away and safely hidden in their

secret bunkers spread out all over the world, with their zombie slaves to protect and wait on them! Hey if the New York Times can

fantasize so can I, it's fun! Of course they will have to recreate their hierarchy in these bunkers, with enough "staff" to spy on and

countercheck one another, but I am con<dent they will get it done, we have seen how evil and clever they are!
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swabiengmail That's what gets me. Are these people so F'n stoopid in killing us off that they fail to understand how many of us

are needed to support an adequate infrastructure for their lifestyles? For example eventually there would be no shipping or air

travel industry. Look at the kinds of essential people vaxxed: engineers, pilots, food producers,medics etc. Will they rely solely on

Chinese survivors???
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The Covid plannedemic is over! Finished! The question for Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, people like Michael Gunner, the Chief Minister

Northern Territory, Australia pushing vaccine mandates is -- have you been vaccinated with Covid jabs and boosters -- all of them? Have

your children, wives, and family members? All of them? I don't see the evidence. The anger in Michael Gunner I sense comes from the

fear to the point of panic in him and the global elites that once the push to vax fails -- they will <nd themselves in jail awaiting

prosecution on crimes against humanity. Does Australia have death penalty? In English, gunner means "a soldier who <res a large gun,

one with gun-related responsibilities". If Michael is the archangel, then Michael gunner is the anti-archangel.

The global elites do give us choices which are: CHOICE 1. which vaccine do you want, P<zer, Johnson, Moderna? (Notice they don't

offer the Russian one -- why not? Because it's safe? Because Bill Gates-controlled WHO deemed it unsatisfactory?) CHOICE 2. if you

don't get vaxed either we kill or maim you with the vaccine jab or we con<scate your property -- which do you prefer? See Chuck Missler

speaking on 'Expectations of the freemason (Satanic) Antichrist -- Episode 6' www.youtube.com/watch
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Malone's <rst  key point need some  modi<cation. 1. No mandated vaccines for anybody
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When is the <lm coming out?  I bet it would do well at the box-o`ce!
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treemcg7
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Be proactive.  If your doctor will not use one of many available protocols that work, <nd a doctor who does and change doctors.  It may

cost a few bucks, but you will be alive.
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altierokgmail.com
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Its all about the vax passport central data base for digital Id central bank digital currencies. Kids have to be jabbed so EVERYONE is IN

the system.   Your $ and your behavior is controlled and tracked and PING time for next death booster.
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Yep. The jab is tied into the new global currency. That is why some call it the Mark of the Beast. And one of the future vaccines

comes in the form of a glowing tattoo.
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Before I even read the article; I have one important question...Why do we need any kind of "treatment", when we are NOT SICK? This

entire society is totally upside down, inside out and back to front! BTW; I haven't bought into this psyops from the beginning; and my

"Survival Rate" is 100% - without any drugs from Big Pharma!
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medrakemdgmail.com
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This con<rms of course that the Chicoms, the globalists and the illegitimate criminal traitor regime who are perpetrating the plandemic

have no interest whatever in the treatment of coronavirus disease or the survival and recovery of coronavirus patients. They want panic

and collapse, to justify a stolen election, the opening of the border and the conversion of the United States into a brown Third World

satrapy of Beijing. Thereafter, they want for various reasons the depopulation and probably extinction of the United States - the

Chicoms want to rule the world, Gates wants a world with almost no people in it. Schwab wants a world populated by transhuman

automatons like "The Matrix". Soros wants revenge on America for shutting down the concentration camps where he got his start

picking gold out of the teeth of the dead as a young kapo.
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I had to look up Chicoms - yes - this is what I understand... of the 500m-1B left, most will be Asian.  Well why not, they are 1/3 of

the world's population - and with how toxic our monsanto and con/ag industries, as well as the EPA and FDA and made our meds,

foods, environment, and world -- the extinction of the US shouldn't be hard - we don't even have that many people, comparatively

speaking.    1.3 million people and 220,000 deaths - pfft, we're less than half the people with more than triple the deaths - ain't it

great we have Fauci, the FDA, and the CDC at the helm?  I hope Africa closes its doors to Gates - and the WHO - otherwise....
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I have entrusted you with much.....Even more is expected!  Praise be to God....We need Devine interventions. Gather the hopes and

dreams of all. Unite them with the prayers we offer.  Ps. FJB
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Wilk v. American Medical Association, 895 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1990),[1] was a federal antitrust suit brought against the American Medical

Association (AMA) and 10 co-defendants by chiropractor Chester A. Wilk, DC, and four co-plaintiffs. It resulted in a ruling against the

AMA. Until 1983, the AMA held that it was unethical for medical doctors to associate with an "unscienti<c practitioner," and labeled

chiropractic "an unscienti<c cult."[2]

In 1980 during a major revision of ethical rules (while the Wilk litigation was in progress), it replaced Principle 3, stating that a physician

"shall be free to choose whom to serve, with whom to associate, and the environment in which to provide medical services." Also, up

until 1974, the AMA had a Committee on quackery which challenged what it considered to be unscienti<c forms of healing. Wilk argued

that this committee was established speci<cally to undermine chiropractic.

The plaintiffs, however, point out that the anecdotal evidence in the record favors chiropractors. The patients who testi<ed were helped

by chiropractors and not by medical physicians. Per Freitag, a medical physician who associates with chiropractors, has observed that

patients in one hospital who receive chiropractic treatment are released sooner than patients in another hospital in which he is on staff

which does not allow chiropractors. John McMillan Mennell testi<ed in favor of chiropractic. Even the defendants' economic witness,

Mr. Lynk, assumed that chiropractors outperformed medical physicians in the treatment of certain conditions and he believed that was

a reasonable assumption.
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Excellent Book.
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New Study Links
Phthalates to
Cardiovascular Disease
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Cont) listen to me as his director scared him into agreeing. 7 months later my energetic husband could barely walk up the stairs. Had

muscle weakness and pain and could no longer exercise. He <nally listened toe and went off both meds. Now. He's <nally back to where

he was previously. Can you believe that this idiot dr tried to talk him into going back on the statins?! He said that he was Ted him back

on the but on a lower dose. Hmmmm...let's see...let's try a lower dose of diabetic, muscle destroying poison. Ya...no.... this is the same

of medical care in our country.    I'm thankful to live in a more conservative area of my beloved state but our wretched governor

newSCUM has just reimbursed mask mandates. Ugh!! Insanity. PURE EVIL AND INSANITY
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My heart is so profoundly sad for all of the suffering all of your families have had to endure. Its overwhelmingly horrid.. I'm equally sad

and also ridiculously angry.. what the hell has our world turned into.  Everyone  , please stay strong and do not give up. It feels

insurmountable but I still have hope that we can get things back on track. You family is now also avoiding mainstream Healthcare like

the plague. Yesterday my 66 y.o. husband had to go on to a drs apt as it was the only way to get a referral to see a dermatologist

(suspicious moles) and for audiology (hearing has gotten much worse). It was ridiculous that we had to sit down and plan out the visit

because of the huge distrust we now have towards the medical profession. We knew the coercion would be intense.

The Dr was annoyed that he refused the clot shot. ( nope will not call it a vaxx) he said" may I ask why?" And my hub replied " nope. It's

not something I want to discuss". Then they wanted to give him a pneumonia vaxx as well as a shingles vaxx. He said no to both and

tthatt he's already had a shingles vaxx. They replied that there's a brand NEW shingles vaxx everyone now needs.  We'll, isn't that

interesting! Kinda sounds like how 2 vaxxes aren't enough and a booster needs to be added on. Hmmm ..so then he wS questioned as

to who told him he needed to see a dermatologist and was livid that the request had come from my hubs dentist.

Yep...we trust our dentist more than you! Then the doc proceeded to ask why he had gone off the statins and bd pills he had been

prescribed. It clearly wasnt acceptable that hub is not taking any pharmaceuticals. Around 2 years ago he had the symptoms of a heart

attack and was given apirin and nitroglycerin by the emts. At the hospital ( N. CA) the tests showed that he didntt have a heart attack

and it was diagnosed as indigestion.  It to be careful they insisted he take statins an bd pills even with completely noal blood pressure.

My stubborn goat husband wouldn't
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I am beginning to understand... for some people, nothing is true until it happens to you :(
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Printing a lot of Dr. Mercola's articles to distribute locally. Others can do the same.
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People need to stop following the famous elite most are followers the narrative and we shouldn't give our time, money and souls to the

preachers of death and tell why you won't contribute to them or their causes.
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I want to say Hi to everyone.  I’m new to Dr. Mercola’s site and have been reading his articles and the comments from everyone’s posting

for 2 months.  

I came here to learn more about the Covid Scamdemic Tyranny and have learned about that and an added bonus about preventative

measures and boosting the natural immunity.  

After reading the comments for 2 months, I want to share my opinion of this mass culling.  

I believe the underlining agenda is massive depopulation and digital control of the remaining population.  I never thought it would occur

so fast but what is triggering such draconian measures is that the planet has heated up and the natural resource of the planet can not

sustain the current population.  When the masses learns about this, then it will be the rule of the jungle and the Controllers/Global Elites

will not be able to control the population anymore.  These Controllers are working on Warp Speed to depopulate and control the

remainder of the population before the populations wakes up to the limited resources.  

1) We can de<nitely more than half of the wildlife going extinct since the last 50 years.

2)80% or more of the terrestrial and aquatic insects are extinct.

3)The ocean has superheated and many parts of it Can<eld oceans with no oxygen to support life.

4)The ozone layer is being depleted and mathematically will be gone in 2026.  

UVC is hitting the ground and burning canopies.  

5)The aluminium from geo Engineering is falling down from the air column into our soil and water and we are breathing it daily.

6)The natural trees and plants close their stemmata and don’t uptake nutrients because of the aluminium in the soil.

7)5G towers build everywhere.  It creates EMF that can permeate our cells causing havoc.  

8) Our crops are being fried in the West Coast w the drought and Rooded in the Midwest.

9) Farmers are being forced to sell their land by law and by economics.

10) GMO foods are replacing natural foods.
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I agree you are all hero's. I also believe we all need to start talking to whoever we can in state government or through petitions to get

states to come together under the 10th amendment of the US Constitution to start taking the power it thinks it has and give/ back those

powers each state gets 1 vote majority wins Federal government has no say in it. They have the power if we do nothing and humanity

won't survive if it's let to our governments.
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It's a pity that Dr. Malone still mentions the idea that in Australia the military is dragging un-vaccinated citizens into concentration

camps. It's extremely easy to check (even here in Finland) this from Australian Associated Press site

www.aap.com.au/factcheck/unvaccinated-australians-wont-be-forced-into-..  . These kinds of mistakes are very unfortunate and

harmful to us who otherwise are trying to stand our ground - and not sound crazy doing it.
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There is so much greed, graft, ignorance...you name it. The only choice you have now, is to educate yourself, be your family's advocate

and never go to the hospital. There are so many different treatments that you can try (along with basic preventive maintenance), that

will most likely work if you do get ill with the Ru or other, and the bottom line is - the authorities and experts can no longer be trusted

with your life - you have to protect yourself from them, and do no harm to yourself.  That means - if you don't take care of yourself, eat

well and exercise, you better start now or you will be in their hands.
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Reposting all these great articles at notmyarm.com/topic/355/scienti<c-journal-censorship-with-dr-malone-me..
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There's going to be many doctors who will have to answer to Crimes Against Humanity charges when it's their sorry rear ends sitting in

that docket like the war criminals of the past. Which will be very enlightening for everyone else too...
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Check out Make Americans Free Again web site on how Pam Popper has also been <ghting this Covid PLANdemic since day one along

with our wonderful Dr. Mercola.  From there you can sign up for her Mon-Friday emails, videos airing Tues-Friday.   Very informative.  

Also; and she and an attorney have been <ghting this via the court system having sued our governor (Ohio) for starters.
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How about all honest, good doctors put up clinics or mini hospitals for treating covid patients only, equipped with everything needed to

treat pts. of even the worst sickened covid patients, using only good honest alternative tx. approved by honest doctors like Dr. Mercola

or Dr. Peter McCullough.
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Always great info in your article, very sad what's going on, I pray we turn it around somehow!!!
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I hope that the outspoken doctors who were kicked out of their hospitals and private practice groups team up together and open their

own group practices and hospitals.  There are plenty of us who would be more than happy to follow these doctors. Another point, I'm

sure that the insurance companies are supporting the high cost of treatment for Covid.  Insurance companies are only allowed to make

a certain percentage of pro<t over what they charge for premiums.  The higher the cost of health care, the higher the premiums and the

more pro<t for the insurance companies.  Too many sharks not only seeking to bene<t off the misfortunes of others, but willing to

create even more misfortune for pro<t.
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I understand the Frontline Doctors and doctors like Dr. Tenpenny, are attempting to do this very thing - form their own medical

associations.  I signed up with FLDS to stay informed about the process, although for the most part I do not go to doctors...
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A group of doctors opened up their own small hospital after some sort of conRict with the main hospital in my hometown.  It

appears to be doing well and my elderly mother prefers to go there for a variety of routine tests.  She likes the personalized

attention she gets there.  Bigger isn't necessarily better.
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NEVER go to a "big pharma-big corporation" owned, OR privately owned hospital! The kabal starved them <nancially when they closed

them in the beginning of the scamdemic by not allowing them to do "routine surgeries", which is their money making "bread and butter",

and only allowed them to re-open when they complied with their evil covid agenda for a big pay out! ALL of the doctors, hospitals,

clinics, and everything else involved with the covid scam are going to be held responsible for complying for crimes against humanity

and put on trial at Nuremberg style trials.
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But if the Doctors don't follow the approved "protocol" they are considered trouble makers and <red, then the insurance companies stop

reimbursing them for their care to the individual.  Maybe this a way to get rid of Doctors who think for themselves, if you can <nd on.
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Maybe we need a new type of health insurance that reimburses doctors for results rather than following protocol.
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PAY ATTENTION-Just one thing:  FAMOTIDINE.   Famotidine!  I got covid19 when it <rst hit the world. So did my husband.  I also have an

ongoing prescription for famotidine.  EARLY in 2000 everyone was talking about how famotidine might help with covid symptoms.  So,

what do I do, lying in bed, too sick to go to the doctor?  I start taking my famotidine.  Wow! Was that just a coincidence or what?   I got

so much better I had my friend go fetch me a re<ll on my script.  But what? Wait! It was *OFF THE MARKET. (*it was only off the market

for a few months) Some kind of spin I can't even remember.  

I am not a regular famotidine taker so I found my older script (less than 4 months old, mind you - it was NOT outdated)  I was sick but I

was never as sick as the Ru. Granted,  was sick for a LONG time and I'm a covid long-hauler. So, I'm not claiming miracle drugs by any

means. But, that famotidine. Coincidence?  Who knows. We will never know, perhaps I was destined to have the exact same symptoms

and famotidine had nothing to do with it. But, why not study it for a potential helpful drug for covid?  Maybe famotidine did nothing at all

to help me. But what if it did?  WHAT IF?  All of a sudden, that talk was pulled off the shelf about the potential of famotidine......because

vaccine. Vaccine. VACCINE.  No alternatives. VACCINE.
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Dr. Kary Mullis, PHD – Inventor of PCR, Nobel Laureate   (passed away in August of 2019). Partial Transcript from an interview: “What is

it about humanity that it wants to go to the all detail to stop and listen.  Guys like Fauci get up there and start talking, and he doesn’t

know anything really about anything, and I’d say that to his face.  Nothing. The man thinks you can take a blood sample and stick it in an

electron microscope and if it’s got a virus in there, you will know it… Most of those guys up there on the top are just total administrative

people and they don’t know anything about what’s going on with the bottom.  You know, those guys have got an agenda, which is not

what we would like then to have, being that we pay for them to take care of our health in some way.

They’ve got a personal kind of agenda.  They make up their own rules as they go.  Then change them when they want to and a smugly

like Tony Fauci does not mind going on television in from of the people, face out, and lie directly into the camera. You can’t expect the

sheep to really respect the best and the brightest.  They don’t know the difference, really.  I mean, I like humans, don’t get me wrong.

 But basically, the is a vast, vast majority of them do not possess the ability to judge who is and who isn’t really a good scientist.“ Who is

telling the truth?  Kary Mullis or Tony Fauci?
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Yes … this is the link to that interview:  The Great Kary Mullis, inventor of the abused PCR test talks about Antony Fauci

www.bitchute.com/.../3a7VdwjsNb7Z
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Worth saving, brf27915!  And I have.  Could you provide a link to the full interview with Dr. Mullis so I can see entire context?
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If you can get past the fact that Sars-Cov-2 is a manmade bioweapon that the US's NIH and DOD funded the research for in CHINA, then

you can focus on the real problem and that is LIES! If our FDA/CDC admitted to just one lie this whole pandemic would unravel and

disappear in 3 months. It would have happened 6 months ago already. Just admit that mRNA injections are not vaccines. Stop calling

mRNA jabs vaccines. Just admit that Moderna has never made a single vaccine or pharmaceutical since its existence. They are in the

business of making THERAPEUTICS (gene therapies). If we changed nothing else but the de<nition of a vaccine to what it was prior to

Oct 2020, 90% of the propaganda you are being fed today concerning covid-19 GOES AWAY!

The vaccine mandates will go away immediately because there is no vaccine. The pandemic will go away as soon as the vaccine does.

There is no pandemic right now. What we have right now is "sales promotions" for vaccines and the pandemic is the only tool they have

to promote it.  Come clean and stop calling mRNA Gene Therapy a vaccine. Explain to everyone what gene therapy is. Give "INFORMED

CONSENT" for GENE THERAPY! The list of side effects and risk are very long. Do this and most people will say no to gene therapy. Do

this and these covid-19 jabs lose their EUA. Everything else, including Fauci, goes away with it, until the next plandemic.
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Just admit no mRNA vaccines for corona have ever been successful!!!  Just admit the mRNA shot for RSV in children killed those

children.  Just admit no lab animals have survived this, that every corona vaccine you've ever tried to invent has failed...  I'm with

you - keep on rolling!!!
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So happy to here you are recovered Debby W.  I know <ve people who did not get the jab and got covid, three over 65 years of

age.  They said it was "no joke", but all fully recovered with no hospitalization and no access  to ivermectin.  Trying to send out a

ray of light amidst all the darkness.
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Just remove the liability shield off the EUA jabs and it will all go away faster than a speeding bullet …
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It's not even a therapy, so why call it that? A therapy is supposed to heal somebody or bring betterment to some condition. Does

this spike protein/graphene shot heal anything? No. So why call it therapy that it doesn't deserve?
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Grandma, YES!
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How can we NOT come to the conclusion that so many have come to on this thread - knowing and seeing personally the repurposing of

antivirals and how well they work?  It's impossible.  So that leaves us hanging with a) It's not just about social security and o`ng our

senior population because this is global. b) It's not just about money, although so many have come on board hoping, and even

becoming, instant billionaires.  c) Is it about the culling of humans to meet some agenda written on granite? d) Is something controlling

this unseen? e) Are we playing with transhumanism, maybe so 'they' can control us better?

The female head of state that opened her big mouth to this agenda and the culling of the population through food and then a global

mass vax initiative (back in 2009) should be a big key in this.  But somewhere else I was reading the 500M had turned into between

500M and 1B people left when this is all said and done.  What 'she' doesn't seem to realize is that the majority will be Asian.  This was

already called out, and she is de<nitely not Asian, but she's old now, so maybe she doesn't care about that anymore.  

I guess this all really has come down to 'us against them' ... it was always stupid to allow people to make gov't their career - and get rich

off it.  Of course, they voted on it, the same way they got so many raises during the season of bailouts back in 2007/2008... their pay

kept going up up up... Oh, and then there's the revolving door - I'll just pop into gov't and make sure my big pharma crap can get pushed

forward by tweaking the rules (laws) ... and the pop back over into my comfy executive chair ...  

So "we" tow the line, we get blamed for using too many straws, while 'they' maim and kill how many in their efforts to do what?   System

= broken.  Gotta stop falling for it, gotta stop believing just because they say so... about EVERYTHING.   It's about "following the money"

and whatever you've been told, it's probably the opposite.
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The ONLY way this will stop is when WE THE WORLD STOPS IT!
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Social Security is behind this. Think about it. The people that weren't allowed to participate in the covid-19 vaccine trial studies

were the very FIRST to get the jab! That was the <rst red Rag for me. I was already weary of these mRNA jabs, but then they turn

around and inoculate a segment of the population that wasn't in any of the trials??? R U F'N KIDDING ME?? Starting on Dec 15th,

a massive vaccine campaign began to vaccinate every senior citizen, especially anyone in nursing homes. IMMEDIATELY, we saw

a near 1000 percent increase in daily cases/deaths in nursing homes!

None of those deaths were attributed to the jabs. All of them got documented as Covid-19 deaths. One nursing home went on the

record by reporting this. They didn't blame the vaccines for legal/liability/funding reasons, but a local newspaper did report in

Auburn, NY that they had ZERO covid-19 deaths from the start of the pandemic through Dec 29th, 2020. By Jan 16th, 2021 they

had 23 deaths and that went to over 40 by the end of Jan 2021. All causes of deaths were blamed on Covid-19. This was by

design. What better way to lesson the burden on the SSC system than to kill off all the eaters.

Many of these residents probably had already signed off all their private property and savings to pay for their assisted living.

Now that they are dead, all of that money goes to the state and/or the nursing home. People like Andrew Cuomo helped to

facilitate this by FORCING covid-19 infected disabled seniors into these nursing homes. Now that their plot is being uncovered,

people like Andrew, who just won an Emmy, and was nominated for the Nobel Piece Prize are facing jail time for doing what they

were told to do. His job was to kill as many senior citizens as possible and to make Donald Trump look as bad as possible.
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Big - AGREED! JamN - Ya, you're right - I didn't think about versions of SS around the world!  I hope I get to see Cuomo and Fauci

get their DUE!  You're right, the target was the senior population - and with so many dying - it looked like covid was killing them,

but in the nursing homes, covid did rage war until the VAX hit ... you're SO EFFING RIGHT! And then Gates - the driver of all of

this!!   You'd think people are becoming more awake, I am seeing the opposite - now the left is saying the vax is even safer????

 OMG what world do I live in?

I was just visiting with my hair girl - she was telling me that she talks with people ALL DAY LONG, every day, if you want to know

what it's doing to the population, ask a hair dresser!!!  She can't believe the amount of deaths and disability she has to listen to on

a daily basis.  She basically tells people who "aren't out there" hearing what's happening in the population to STFU.  Because now

she's hearing about the maiming and deaths of children - and she's HAD IT - she can't take the ignorance.   Just because 'you'

didn't die or weren't injured doesn't mean it's safe!'
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Speaking of straws, a glass straw can help prevent acids, such as vitamin C or lemon juice, from etching our teeth.  Of course,

you've got to thoroughly rinse immediately afterwards, anyway, plus neutralize any remaining acidity.  I just time acids for

immediately before Rossing and brushing.  Glass straws are forever, unless they're accidentally dropped onto a hard surface

from a su`cient height.  Some glass straws come with a glass dot fused to the straw to prevent rolling off a table.  Be sure to

also get a straw brush with a protected tip to prevent scratching the glass.  What puzzles me is how the ultra-rich expect to

maintain their lifestyles if the only workers left have no souls, no spark of imagination and entrepreneurship for bene<cial

invention.
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I live in Michigan.  Every 20 minutes there’s a TV commercial using young children, targeting young children, to get the jab.  I’m talking

4-6 year olds.  It’s disgusting!!  One child is asked “why do you want to get vaccinated?”  Response “the virus will die.”  These kids (and

their parents) have been brainwashed.  I wish there was a way to <le a lawsuit against the government for crimes against

humanity—that’s where it’s at.
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Follow the science has become a fairy tale only applicable to the gullible. Big Science, yes, another coined phrase, has destroyed itself.

Sad.
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psychosis or a group neurosis.   Yes it is.
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The basis of the entire media narrative time and time again is to justify what they're doing by proving a negative. Because the Baseline

health of the public is pretty low they have a lot of negative to work with, but even with this junk it is getting harder. Still they try. Oh God

I forget the name of the sciency pr group but nyt included it in its headline in the last few days that thus far the vaccines have prevented

1 million deaths from covid! I couldn't click on because I don't give them any money, I just check in from time to time to see how hard

the propaganda gears are grinding on any given day.

However this headline alone is so misleading. It was impossible to tell whether it meant we would have reached 1 million deaths total

by this time, or we would have had 1 million entirely extra deaths in the last 11 months! Also it was hard to tell whether they meant

worldwide or just in the States. When I was able to look further the article did whimsically speculate that we would have had what would

(PROBABLY!) be ONE MILLION extra deaths in the states without the vaccines, and they fantasize that we could have had 30,000 deaths

a day at some points! Oh my God I guess these vaccines really are saving lives!

Because this weird PR sciency <rm concluded this and then the New York Times broadcast it. I hope I am getting the gist of these

numbers correct, but hey if the New York Times can bandy numbers about the way they do why not little old me? The New York Times

has been speculating a lot lately. They are referring more and more to the next pandemic. As if it were a fact. And not just a spin-off of

covid-19. Hey I thought we keep getting on the verge of winding down from this once-in-a-century event! If the New York Times could

go to straight up science <ction it would probably be more accurate because at least novelists try to include many points of view.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe they're suffering from brain fog?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The truth is that many truths are being manipulated, twisted out of shape, shamed, and oppressed. The truth is that lies about COVID,

the pandemic, of treatment successes and failures, of the cures, the cured, the preventatives, as well as the injuries and deaths, lies of

commission and of omission, are far more common these days than truths. We have plenty of evidence of lies small, medium, and large

being actively supported by many individuals and organizations. We are surrounded by lies.

The truth is that many, from researchers to writers to editors, to managers, to publishers of every layer of the scienti<c and the public

media organizations and their readers, as well as many layers of corporate and government o`cials acting on these "falsehoods"  are

aware of the situation and ashamed of their actions and their responses. But they are also afraid. People who dare speak the truth are

likewise manipulated, twisted out of their jobs, their livelihoods, and their lives.

I have friends who have lost their jobs for daring to speak trivial truths like "I do not have COVID," "I do not fear COVID," "I know how to

treat and cure COVID," "I don't need to wear a mask," "I don't need social distancing," "I will not accept the vaccines." I have friends who

have been injured, not by COVID, but by the broken truths. Many people have died. Anyone who is not aware, to some extent, of the real

truths is near death themselves.

The truth is that COVID cures are the rule, not the exception. We know how to cure COVID. COVID deaths are the exceptions. Those

truths are not spoken. When spoken, they are ignored, manipulated, shamed, and dismissed. In truth, preventatives don't cure anyone

who has the disease. The preventatives that cure are shamed or forbidden. Even sunshine, the universal disinfectant, source of all life

and health, must submit to the dark shadows of the lies. Bravo to Dr Mercola, Dr Malone, and others for speaking truth to power. May

you live long and prosper.
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rickbatha
Joined On 2/19/2017 9:14:20 PM
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Why recommend I-Mask+ protocol as your single recommended self help option?  (Not a rhetorical question.)Here in California, most of

my friends that are pursuing self-treatment (unjabbed) can't <nd doctors and pharmacists to procure these drugs.  My own protocol,

distilled from the best input I can <nd, is nothing but diet, lifestyle and neutriceuticals, while I try to <nd a prescriber.  In my protocol, I

include even great sleep and heightened attention to the basics of diet, lifestyle, and health.  And all the neutriceuticals I've seen

recommended that make sense to me.  

"Go to war with the army you have, not the army you wish you have" I paraphrase from Dr. Zelenko.  Meantime, I'd sure appreciate more

tips on <nding a doctor that can authorize back up drugs!  PS:  I'm 71, I'm insulin sensitive; meditate daily; and a health nut!  One more

thing: many of my nonjabbed friends and myself are not opposed to contracting COVID, in order to acquire full natural immunity.  That's

what our mothers did back in the 50s with measles and the like: "go down and play with Johnny, I hear he has the measles!".  Is this

nuts?  Curious what un-neurotic/ psychotic folks think...
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aml4222
Joined On 2/3/2014 5:45:21 PM
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rickbatha - I wrote a long response to your post but it didn't get past the moderator, I guess.  I don't know all the rules for posting

here but must have broken one by writing about the "I" drug all spelled out.  Would the moderator please indicate which words are

NOT allowed in a post.  The "I" drug should be allowed if that was the problem.
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dia4571
Joined On 4/22/2020 3:59:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You sound like you're doing great. I got hydroxychloriquine for Ru and cold season from Dr. Stella - https://drstellamd.com/  You

pay for a tele health exam and then they mail you your prescription, which you also pay for.  It's my insurance for this upcoming

winter. Worked out really well for me!!
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get your D3 levels up, 80 - 100 ng/mL, and have at it!? As a 76 yom I recently calculated my chance of surviving cv with the latest

data I could <nd and it was 99.6%. And that lumps together with and without comorbidities. Without makes your chances much

better. Same with high D3. 65+ chance of surviving the Ru, 2019-2020 season: 99.978%. 75-84 chance of dying, all causes, 2018:

5%. All ages, chance of dying: 100%. We should worry about cv why?
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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Who can Blackrock and Vanguard be traced back to?
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Alina1122
Joined On 3/22/2016 1:39:27 PM
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Why do all the politicians follow the narrative? Even in Poland that is Christian and conservative, they will start jabbing kids under 12

today.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the masses are hypnotized. The career politicians have knowingly sold those they claim to serve into slavery. The elitists

promised them personal jets and a private island apiece.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pipblanc -  speaking of "The Emperor Has No Clothes", you will appreciate this article, I'm

sure...www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/walter-gelles/no-politician-dares-to-utter..
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A bit off topic here.  I haven't seen any discussion on the HR550 bill in Congress. Knowing how pharma writes their own legislation and

that their largesse is not partisan,  how much closer are we to vaccine passports and the normalization of mandatory never ending

mass vaxx?  I don't know whether to hide out in the woods or take off in our sailboat.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Longrunner - HR 550 passed in the House, but has yet to be voted on in the Senate.  Many republicans (50, I think) voted for this

data base/surveillance.  If we can't rely on them, to protect our freedom & privacy, who will, pray tell?
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blackrock has become the <rst branch of almost all Governments. Willing to enslave the masses for their current and future pro<t is

sick. These vaccines further sicken a very weak physically people which seems to be a goal. Fear followed by mandates seems to be

preferred operation. Wondering if their push for renewables just a pro<t thing and the fact that it is good for earth just a coincidence.

Not a bright future and does paint a ugly picture for those running Blackrock.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which means Vanguard also - and how many have their retirement funds with Vanguard?  How many countries across the US use

them?  So Blackrock owns Vanguard and Vanguard owns Blackrock - double trouble.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1776 will be the end of blackrock and the rest of the kabal...
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jus5114
Joined On 11/5/2013 11:58:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is no coincidence that in one week we see TWO instances of blatant weather manipulation causing violent Midwestern #storms and
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tornadoes in DECEMBER. "#Climatechange" is man-made, all right...here's how its being done. www.youtube.com/watch
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm the most outspoken person against climate change on the planet. It's pure BS! The climate has been changing ever since the

birth of this planet. If you like climates that are very consistent then you should go live on Mars or Venus. That's Elon Musk's

plans. Anyone wanting to escape climate change should volunteer for one of Elon's future planet dwellings. That brings us to this

NEXRAD/Doppler radar somehow manipulating the weather. It would be believable if this weather anomaly never happened

before NEXRAD. I grew up right in the path of that 227 mile long tornado that wiped out a town of 10,000 in Kentucky. We had a

tornado on the week of Christmas (I believe it was Christmas Eve) just like the one that hit Jonesboro, AR and May<eld, KY back

in the late 70's. It's not that uncommon.

The FAKE NEWS makes it sound like this is a once in a lifetime occurrence. This makes my 4th or 5th time dealing with Dec

tornados (I'm about 100 miles due south of the center of that 227 mile path of destruction). That makes it a once a decade

occurrence. With that said, if NEXRAD is the reason for these weather anomalies we are seeing today, then what was the reason

for them in the 70's and 80's? The buzz words Climate change is already going out of style. Remember global warming? You

never hear that anymore. Now it's "climate change". Next year they will <nd a new buzz word for what really is BULL$H!T
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smu9680
Joined On 7/15/2014 6:45:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If only Dr Malone knew the truth about WW2/Hitler! A documentary exists called 'The  Greatest Story Never told' which will completely

dispel the lies about Germany!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

smu9480 have just <nished reading Tragedy & Hope, the History of the world in our time by Carroll Quigley,

 www.wanttoknow.info/war/tragedy_and_hope_quigley_full1090pg.pdf    a book <rst published in 1966 but was pulped, (as I

understand it), because it told too many truths. Anyway, I have no hesitation in recommending everyone read it, and for that

matter, now I wish I had been able to read it when it was <rst printed; as that would have, certainly; changed my whole attitude to

many aspects of my life at the time. Now it is fully available as a PDF and also, as I have, you can purchase a hard back copy here

   www.abebooks.co.uk/.../9781939438119
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Ken_Learner
Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is also:

Communism through the Back Door and

The Masonic Victory of WWII.

Also check out Europa.

These will de<nitely give you a different perspective of what we have been told about this period of history and we all know the

Victor writes the history.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The entire medical system is built on a fraudulent house of cards called Germ Theory.    If that falls, everything goes with it.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Rampant lawlessness, in which rules and regulations about bioethics are being completely disregarded, has taken over".  This is what

happens at the end with Capitalism- a Capitalist Dictatorship fueled by money and  Government.  Its also Benitos very de<nition of

Fascism.  Our Founders promoted Religious Freedom, enshrined in the most important <rst Amendment, knowing that only Faith

trumps greed.  But since America has lost Faith, here we are. Outside of a great revival no amount of electoral change will bring

America back.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said. It has been said by wise people that the "only cure for 1984 is going to be 1776".....
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Joined On 9/10/2007 9:55:48 AM
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It seems that we're losing against the fearmongers except the story about victims bringing charges of murder in each state. Could we

hear if any progress is being made there. It sounded hopeful, but if nobody is bringing charges, the murderers will win.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness

suppress the truth. [Romans 1:18]
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The universal truth is already slowly coming out, don't worry. This new Omicron virus is the answer:  1. It spreads extremely fast,

helping to reach herd immunity. 2. Its symptoms are very mild, perhaps tiredness, headache, but nothing more and this is why

hospital admissions have sharply diminished. Common OTC drugs like aspirin will help, unless they will ban it. 3. This new virus

completely escapes the much touted "vaccines" which have become grossly ineffective. 4. The "vaccine" makers are now trying

to extend their "vaccines" to include Omicron. What a farce! So pretty soon the whole virus hysteria will diminish due to the

natural limitations of pandemics, like in the past.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First step in what we are seeing today is, they received not the love of the truth.  They have completely rejected God.  Second step, the

mystery of iniquity is already working in this world because of that rejection.  God will hold back on the mystery of iniquity until the third

step, the mystery of iniquity will be taken away.  Fourth step, the wicked will be revealed.  Fifth step, God will send them strong delusion

that they should believe a lie.  Any more doubts as to what is going on?  2 Thessalonians chapter 2:1-17
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Dot_45jk
Joined On 7/1/2021 9:37:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can somebody on your staff, please tell me how to pull the video link, so I can save it?  I know this disappears in hours I will not have

access to the video any longer, but I don't know how to pull the link.  Thank you.
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Alina1122
Joined On 3/22/2016 1:39:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use "Video download helper" extension. chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/video-downloadhelper/lmjnegcaeklhafo..   You can

have it for google or Firefox. Good luck!
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Orcus_
Joined On 9/4/2021 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before the video is played, at the top of the image are some descriptive words. That is a link to the off-Mercola site where the

video lives. If you start the video that link disappears, but will return if you refresh the page.
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Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote this which was lead story on The Liberty Daily this week.  It should kill Covid once it gets past the MSM onslaught.  Please

consider sharing. worldyturnings.blog/2021/12/06/the-most-expensive-healthcare-system-in..
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not see the video. Does anybody have a link to it?
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

raheemavernet Hi, maybe use a different browser, my alternative to Firefox is Epic, but here is the rumble link:

rumble.com/vpth1w-dr-malone-discusses-mounting-censorship.html
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Malone is indicating willful negligence. Name one industry or product other than pharmaceuticals that would be permitted to

ignore unexplained deaths on consumer sold products or to ignore implementing safety monitoring to detect product safety. If the

same make of car inexplicably exploded on four occasions in a short span killing occupants what would be the reaction from the car

industry. If the same make of commercial carrier fell out of the sky inexplicably  in a short period of time killing all on board what would

the industry be required to do? Ignorance is not a privilege is the usual saying so not putting in place adequate systems to provide

consumer protection as is required by any goods provided or sold is not a defense and it is unethical to provide or sell an unsafe or

questionable product no matter what industry or govt directive.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I learned yesterday that a family member (older, has had two shots and a booster - didn't hurt him... so he can't believe anyone

has been hurt and won't look at any research online that mainstream has 'debunked' ... this is a smart man - I cannot fathom

being that obtuse - anyways, he told another family member that no one has died from the shot.   Is that what left news is saying?

 If that's the case, how do you unbrainwash that?
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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388,000 deaths estimated so far in the U.S. of A.

 www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/no_author/latest-vaers-estimate-388000-ame..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

STOP SAYING COVID19!  QUIT USING THE KABAL'S PSYOP LANGUAGE! There is NO SUCH THING AS COVID19! NO-SUCH-THING! IT

DOES NOT EXIST! NO SARsCOv  virus has EVER been isolated OR puri<ed, so it DOES NOT EXIST! YOU and your husband had

INFLUENZA "A" or "B"! Millions of so called "positive" test swabs were tested all over the world under electron microscopes, and NO

SARsCOv viruses were EVER seen OR detected! Viruses actually are the product of cell self destruction called "cell apoptosis", which is

a normal function.
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Ken_Learner
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Hello Big,

De<nitely have to change the words.  Words are powerful.  The power of the pen often is stronger than the gun.

I agree with you, these words should be changed:

Pandemic - Contrived Depopulation

Covid - rebranded InRuenza and Flu

Vaccine - DNA/immunity destroyer

Mandate - voluntary unlawful Coercion

MSM - Fear Mongering Propaganda

FDA/CDC, etc - Bought and paid for medical bouncer

Fauci, Gates, etc. - psychopathic eugenist pro<teers

I thinks we should use these real descriptive words instead of allowing them to frame the narrative.
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PowerlifterX
Joined On 3/28/2016 10:16:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Remdesivir so bad? Thank you.
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elcobre
Joined On 9/5/2021 8:21:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No mandated vaccines for children!!  Why this recommendation? It should be "no mandates at all" why are you contradicting yourself?

That's what Mr. Malone is doing with that recommendation!
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aml4222
Joined On 2/3/2014 5:45:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts as well, elcobre.  I'm not entirely trusting of Dr. Malone for this very reason.  I don't think his worldview is reliable if

he hasn't examined ALL vaccines for safety and effectiveness that are currently being recommended.  If he's new to the club of

those questioning the science around vaccines, he may not realize the dangers for all humans of any age.  Having said that, I

realize his expertise is mRNA technology so he may have been professionally "insulated" for some time.
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